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The seven new works by Chilean artist Ernesto Burgos in his exhibition, One Thing After
Another, open a dialogue between scale and expectation. The large expansive pieces - made of
cardboard, fiberglass and aqua resin, embellished with paint and charcoal - sit on table-like
pedestals. At first, they look too immense for their bases, probably too heavy for the supports.
Then, they begin to almost float off their plinths, ready to alight into the space around them.
This body of work builds upon two previous solo exhibitions by Burgos at this gallery. Those
shows raised issues about the difficulty of distinguishing among different sculptural production
and techniques when much about the end products at first looks very similar: materials,
surroundings, and paint application. This new show demonstrates Burgos’ ability to create forms
that challenge first impressions and untether the sculptures and expectations.
If Burgos’ prior work spoke to anxieties surrounding the prospect of creative production in a
contemporary moment where the original always seems to bear close resemblance to everything
else, this new body of work might be evidence that the bottom has finally fallen out. Indeed, these
works suggest that in a climate of instability, the healthiest thing may be in the fluidity of the
provisional.
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